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5.0   CONDITION OF FACILITIES 
5.1 Functional Adequacy 
Each Centralia K-12 school facility was assessed to determine how well it supports the 
educational program.  This functional adequacy assessment, prepared by an educational professional, examines the sizes, adjacencies, equipment, supportive utilities, and other features of each space.   
 The assessment describes how well the facility supports the staff as they implement the 
educational program in each space.  School spaces are “tools” that exist for an educational function.  Therefore, the design characteristics of a school can significantly impact the ability of educators to accomplish their educational mission. Analysis of functional 
adequacy is not a clinical, objective effort.  It requires an understanding of the educational program being delivered as well as the application of professional judgment to varying 
pedagogical circumstances. Assessing functional adequacy always has an element of subjectivity, but certain elements are well recognized in the industry and were used in this assessment.  For this project, the following areas were assessed: 
 

 Site 
 General Classrooms 
 Special Learning Spaces - Early Childhood-Kindergarten (elementary schools only) 

- Specials Needs (special education, Title I, SLP, etc.) - Computer labs 
- Physical Education - Music 
- Library - Visual Arts - Science 
- Career Technical Education (secondary schools only) - Performing Arts Areas 
- Gifted Education 

 Support Spaces - Administration 
- Student Services - Staff Support 
- Food Service - Custodial-Maintenance  
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For each of the above functional spaces, the assessment professional determined the functional adequacy across several recognized categories.  This assessment adopted 
those recognized categories and identified them as follows:  

 The proper size of spaces 
 Adjacencies (appropriate spatial relationships) 
 Utilities, technology, fixed equipment, surfaces, and storage 

 Each category has one or more items assessed utilizing District criteria, national norms, 
and the professional judgment of trained assessors.  Each space has a rating assigned to it that reflects the approximate proportion of that space to the whole. The assessor then assigns a rating and a total is calculated. If a space is not included in the educational 
specification or program of studies for that school, the rating is removed from the possible point total.  Each assessment also includes comments that help clarify any deficiencies or 
cites special circumstances.  
Once a total score is calculated, a rating of “good,” “fair,” “poor,” or “unsatisfactory” is assigned. The scoring and rating are designed to help compare one facility to another, or prioritize, for capital improvement planning.  Exhibit 5-1 details the key for this rating. 
 EXHIBIT 5-1 

KEY FOR FUNCTIONAL ADEQUACY RATINGS 
 

   Source: Teater-Crocker, 2016  One school, Centralia Middle School, scored “Fair.”  Four elementary schools, Edison Elementary, Fords Prairie Elementary, Oakview Elementary and Washington Elementary, 
in addition to Centralia High School, scored in the “Poor” range.  Two schools, Jefferson Lincoln Elementary and Futurus School scored in the “Unsatisfactory” range.  The ratings 
for the schools for the Centralia School District are summarized in Exhibit 5-2.  The detailed assessment for each school can be found in Appendix B.  
  

90+ Good:  The facility design supports the educational program 
offered.  It may have minor functional adequacy problems but 
generally meets the needs of the educational program.

75-89 Fair:  The facility has some problems meeting the needs of the 
educational program and may require some improvements

50-74 Poor:  The facility has numerous problems meeting the needs of 
the educational program and needs significant improvements

Below 50 Unsatisfactory:  The facility is functionally inadequate and does 
not support the educational program in many areas.
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 EXHIBIT 5-2 
SUMMARY OF FUNCTIONAL ADEQUACY RATINGS  

School 
Functional 

Adequacy Score 
Functional 
Adequacy 

Description 
Edison Elementary 68 Poor 
Fords Prairie Elementary 54 Poor 
Jefferson Lincoln Elementary 49 Unsat 
Oakview Elementary 66 Poor 
Washington Elementary 66 Poor 
Centralia Middle School 88 Fair 
Centralia High School 69 Poor 
Futurus School 39 Unsat 

     Source: Teater-Crocker, 2016   5.2 Physical Assessment 
The consultant reviewed two sources of physical condition information in an effort to 
determine relative physical condition of the District’s school buildings:   2015 ICOS scores developed by Washington State Energy department on behalf of the School District  Building Condition Assessments developed by NAC Architects as part of a 2012 Study and Survey 

 It was found that the two sets of condition scores were quite different from each other.  Therefore, was determined that the most appropriate approach would be to take an 
average of the two scoring methodologies.  
The physical condition assessments consider a number of factors including the major building components (e.g. exterior building systems, interior building systems, mechanical systems, and safety/building codes systems, etc.).  Each of these major components is 
further broken down and each sub-component is scored.  The key for the physical assessment is detailed in Exhibit 5-3.   
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EXHIBIT 5-3 KEY FOR PHYSICAL ASSESSMENT   
AND SITE ASSESSMENT RATINGS  

95+ Excellent:  The building and/or a majority of its systems are in  
excellent condition and only require preventative maintenance 

85-94 Good:  The building and/or a majority of its systems are in good 
condition and only require routine maintenance. 

62-84 Fair:  The building and/or some of its systems are in fair condition 
and require minor repair. 

30-61 Poor:  The building and/or a significant number of its systems are 
in poor condition and require major repair or renovation. 

Below 30 Unsatisfactory:  The building and/or a majority of its systems 
should be considered for replacement. 

       Source: Teater-Crocker, 2016  
 Three schools, Edison Elementary, Fords Prairie, and Centralia Middle school scored in the “Fair” range.  All other elementary schools (Jefferson Lincoln Elementary, Oakview Elementary and Washington Elementary) as well as the Centralia High School scored in 
the “Poor” range. Futurus School was not assessed as it currently resides in a space leased, not owned, by the District.  The summary of the scores are in in Exhibit 5-4. The 
detailed assessment for each school can be found in Appendix C.  

EXHIBIT 5-4 SUMMARY OF PHYSICAL ASSESSMENT RATINGS  

School 
Condition 

Score (ICOS) 

Condition Score 
(Study & Survey) 

 
 Condition 

Score Average 
Physical 

Condition Description Years Build/Mod 
Edison Elementary 86 69 78 Fair ‘18, ‘57, ‘88 
Fords Prairie Elementary 71 55 63 Fair ‘47, ‘57, ‘78, ‘84 
Jefferson/Lincoln Elementary 69 31 50 Poor ‘57, ‘77 
Oakview Elementary 77 41 59 Poor ‘28, ‘52, ‘78, ’86, ‘08 
Washington Elementary 72 46 59 Poor ‘50, ’77, ‘86 
Centralia Middle School 85 69 77 Fair ‘58, ‘87 
Centralia High School 63 25 44 Poor ‘68, ‘83, ‘88, ‘97 
Futurus School NA NA NA NA Leased Space 
 
Source: Centralia School District, ICOS by WSU, Study & Survey by NAC Architecture 


